ONELAN

4K Video Wall Solutions
The ONELAN Video Wall solution is a
simple, cost effective communication
solution designed to create a high impact
visual experience in stunning detail with
Ultra High 4K definition.
Communicate your organisation’s messages,
brand values, live TV and promotional videos,
as well as dynamic real time information to
provide your staff and visitors a creative,
engaging and informative experience.
Applications for these video walls include:
Public space advertising and hospitality

VIP Lounges
Restaurants and bars
Airports and train stations
Retail/shopping centres

Video wall layouts:
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*Not all content types are supported on all players. Please check player
datasheets for more details
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How it works?
There are two approaches to creating a video
wall using the ONELAN Net-Top-Box (NTB).
Firstly using the displays’ built in loopthrough
capability or by using a single 4K NTB and a
video wall controller from our partners, Datapath.

Advanced video walls using Datapath

DisplayPort
out

Available Apps:
4 x DVI (HDMI
with adapter)

Advantages of a ONELAN and Datapath
solution

Analogue
clocks

Weather
Pro

Stocks &
shares

Rail
departures

UK bus
arrivals

Tube status

Easily handle multizone layouts
Capable of handling text scrolling accross

Control App

multiple displays

Creative layouts and mixed orientations
No need to separately slice video and images

Tube
departures

Change layouts &
schedules and trigger
on demand content
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